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Water color by Comdr. Standish Backus, Jr., USNR, depicting
USCGC Eastwind towing a gasoline barge during Deep Freeze I.
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The United States first employed icebreakers in
the Antarctic in 1946, in connection with Operation
High jump. The prominence of these ships in the
antarctic scene is demonstrated in the table which
shows that at least three and usually four of them
have been assigned to each of the 14 Deep Freeze
seasons to date. Only two other nations send ice-
breakers into the region: Argentina first dispatched
ARA General San Martin there in 1954, and Japan
introduced Fuji in 1965.

'Assigned to the U.S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica
from 1956 to 1962, including four years as Deputy Com-
mander, Capt. MacDonald is a former icebreaker com-
mander with 15 years' experience in polar shiphandling.

The Primary Task

In the Antarctic, the main duty of our icebreakers
is to break the ice defenses surrounding the Conti-
nent so that supplies can be delivered to ports of
entry, which for the United States program are Mc-
Murdo Station on Ross Island and Palmer Station
on Anvers Island. The vital importance of ice-
breakers can be summed up in one sentence: Over
95 percent of the materiel used by the U.S. program
is delivered to Antarctica by ships. 2 Without ice-
breakers, there is no assurance that the cargo ships
and tankers can get through to their destinations,
especially in the Ross Sea sector.

The annual ice in McMurdo Sound almost never
breaks up before late January, even under the most
favorable conditions. Sometimes, no annual break-
up occurs at all, as was the case during Scott's first
(1902-1904) expedition, when his ship Discovery
was forced to remain a second year for lack of such
help from nature.

Perhaps ships could reach McMurdo without ice-
breaker assistance after a natural breakup occurs,
but the operating period would be short indeed and
somewhat hazardous due to the onset of stormy
weather in March. In contrast, the breaking of a
ship channel into McMurdo Sound enables ship
transport to begin in late December or early Janu-
ary at the latest. (In 1964 and 1967, the channel
was pushed through to Winter Quarters Bay on the
unusually early date of December 5.) One must also
remember that the mooring site at Hut Point has
usually been readied by icebreakers, and that the
carving of the ship channel in the early part of the
season has certainly aided, if not precipitated, the
annual Ross Sea ice breakup.

How the Way is Cleared

Sea ice is never a solid, homogeneous mass, except
in sheltered sounds and bays. Rather, it is constantly
being broken into floes as variations in temperature,
wind, and current create cracks and channels. Those
same forces propel the sections or pieces of ice apart
and together in an accordion-like manner that alter-
nately increases and decreases pressure in the pack.

The term "icebreaking" is actually a misleading
description of how a passage is opened through sea
ice; the mechanics of the process are better described
as "ice displacement." Ice forward of the icebreaker
is shoved aside to accommodate the underwater por-
tion of the vessel. Where the ice coverage is too solid
to permit lateral displacement, it is necessary to shove
the ice over or under adjacent layers.

2 See Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 4, p. 138.
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Only those pieces of ice too large to be readily
shoved aside are broken. Breakage is accomplished
either by the shock of impact or by cleaving action,
in which the bow rises up (Fig. 1) and cuts through
because of weight and the leverage applied at the
bow section by the buoyancy of the depressed stern.
The broken pieces must still be forced into nearby
ice-free areas or the icebreaker will be impeded in
its progress. Occasionally, ice is forced under the
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Figure 1. USCGC Glacier carving a channel in the ice pack.

hull, to be caught in the propeller stream and driven
astern. Under such circumstances, a piece of ice may
become entangled with a propeller, sometimes re-
sulting in a broken blade or shaft or in tripping a
shaft off the line. The friction of the ice may also
bring the icebreaker to a halt.

The cushioning effect of snow can prevent the
upraised bow from returning to the water. As a
countermeasure, liquid ballast can be transferred
laterally between heeling tanks to impart a rolling
motion to the icebreaker, breaking the snow's sticky
grip. Sometimes, however, even this method, com
bined with the sudden application of full-astern
power, is of little use.

In McMurdo Sound, where 5- to 7-foot-thick bay
or fast ice ordinarily exists most of the year, two or
three icebreakers usually start in late November or
early December to carve a channel that will accom-
modate the thin-skinned supply ships scheduled to
come later. This 25- to 40-mile-long channel is cut
in the shape of a huge V with the open end to the
north and its center axis aligned as much as possible
in the direction of the prevailing southerly winds to
facilitate the escape of the broken ice, or brash. In
spite of these precautions, clogging of the channel
by ice rubble sometimes reaches serious proportions.
The icebreakers themselves may have difficulty ne-
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gotiating the ice conglomerate that accumulates when
northerly winds blow or when there are extended
periods of calm. At such times, the situation can be
improved only by a slow process of attrition wherein
the icebreakers work up and down the channel,
breaking large ice chunks into smaller ones and stir-
ring the icy debris with screw currents to promote
melting.

Basic Channel-Cutting Methods

To cut a channel through an extensive area of fast
ice, as in McMurdo Sound, either of two basic meth-
ods may be used. If only one icebreaker is available
to lengthen the channel—perhaps because its part-
ner is occupied in reworking the undispersed ice
rubble—it will alternately charge the ice at a small
angle to port of the basic course, and then to star-
board, repeating the process over and over in a
herringbone pattern (Fig. 2). (A channel cut by
making repeated straight-ahead charges would not
give the icebreaker any maneuvering room and might
cause it to become wedged at the head of the narrow
cut; such a channel also would be inadequate for
supply vessels.) A wider channel can be achieved by
first making two blows to port and starboard at
greater angles than . in the basic herringbone method,
and following each pair of these with a third blow
in the direction of the basic course (Fig. 3).

The other basic method, sometimes called the
railroad-track technique, requires two icebreakers.
They make two straightforward, parallel cuts, about
three ship-widths apart (Fig. 4). The intervening
ice breaks up under this attack, yielding a channel
of greater width than does the modified herringbone
pattern. This method has the added advantage of
being at least three times as fast as the single-ship
approach.

Escort Duties

Having cut a channel to McMurdo, the icebreakers
do not desert the approaching supply vessels. Even if
favorable winds have cleared the channel of broken
ice, there is the drifting pack to the north of the
channel to cope with, except perhaps during January
and February, when ships sailing the route from New
Zealand to McMurdo usually require escort south
of 67°S. During severe ice years, escort has been nec-
essary throughout the austral summer.

The escorting icebreaker, with the aid of its heli-
copters searching ahead, attempts to locate the easiest
paths through the jigsaw-puzzle pattern of ice floes.
Ease of transit, however, is not the only criterion.
Compromises must be made in order that the course
taken is straight enough for the supply ships to ne-

Figure 2. The basic herringbone pattern involves charging alter-
nately to port and starboard.

Figure 3. In the modified herringbone pattern, each pair of
angled cuts is followed by a head-on charge.
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Figure 4. USCGCs Southwind and Westwind employing the
railroad-track technique to cut a channel during Deep Freeze 68.
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A Difficult Job for Men and Machines
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Figure 5. USCGC Glacier breaking out the Norwegian sealer
Polarhav in Deep Freeze 60.

gotiate and so that the general heading never strays
further than 45° from the direct one to the destina-
tion.

The character and pattern of the ice floes and the
fact that the icebreaker, due to its relatively short
length (Fig. 5), tends to follow the path of least
resistance, make the channel behind the icebreaker
a meandering one that is often quite difficult for the
supply ships to follow. Another difficulty is that the
ice-free path cleared by the wide beam of the ice-
breaker, while at first adequate, tends to close rather
quickly, making it necessary for the following ship
(or ships in column) to keep closed-up tightly be-
hind the icebreaker. In thick pack—or even in a
channel previously cut through fast ice but still clog-
ged with brash—it may be necessary to take a cargo
ship or tanker in tow. Likewise, if a supply ship be-
comes severely damaged or has an engine casualty,
the icebreaker has the added task of towing the
cripple to a safe place, an operation which involves
placing the vessel's bow in the icebreaker's stern
towing notch, or towing at a short scope of hawser,
so that the ship will receive maximum protection
from the ice.

Other complications can arise during escort. Should
a particularly heavy section of ice be encountered,
the icebreaker may have to range ahead in order to
cut through a thick ice bridge. It may even be ex-
pedient to make the escorted ship wait while the
icebreaker attempts charging and backing tactics, as
in fast ice. It is possible, too, that a supply vessel may
become stuck in the ice. In the corrective maneuver,
the icebreaker clears the ice from the leeward side of
the beset ship so that it will have its stern free to
take a proper course.3

For  a detailed study of polar ship operations, including
the design, construction, and handling of icebreakers, see E.
A. MacDonald, Polar Operations, U.S. Naval Institute, An-
napolis, Md., 1969.

With its barrel-like hull and no keels, an icebreaker
rolls hideously in rough seas. Every one of them
boasts of a record roll at one time in the 60°-range.
But in the ice, where the vertical movement of the
seas is dampened, an icebreaker ride is an entirely
different affair. While in light to moderate ice, there
is an almost imperceptible rising and lowering of the
bow as the vessel rides up to break the larger floes.

If charging and backing tactics must be employed,
however, the effect is something like riding a freight
car over a railless track. When in solid, homogeneous
ice, or pack of eight oktas concentration, where these
tactics are employed, the bridge controllers are ad-
vanced to full ahead. The diesel engines respond with
a roar, the ship charges ahead, and momentum builds
up. Bow metal grinds into hard ice, and the ship
slows. The bow rises sharply as the icebreaker comes
to a complete stop after an advance of about one
length. The propellers are then reversed and the ship
backs off for another charge. It is a slow operation
that is extremely hard on men and machinery.

Last season, four icebreakers—the 8,755-ton, 17,-
000-horsepower Glacier, and three 6,150-ton, 10,000-
horsepower Wind-class icebreakers, Burton Island,
Southwind, and Edisto—participated in icebreaking
operations in Antarctica. All of these are under the
administration of the U.S. Coast Guard, and all
except Glacier are well over 20 years old. While
Edisto operated in the Antarctic Peninsula area, the
other three icebreakers cooperated to cut a channel
to McMurdo, after which Glacier proceeded to the
Weddell Sea on an oceanographic mission.

These operations were not without difficulties, nor
were they without incident of damage and engine
casualty. Preparing the McMurdo channel was parti-
cularly onerous last season due to unfavorable winds
and the extra distance and thickness of ice to be
broken. Before the task was done, Southwind suffered
a broken propeller blade and had to retire temporar-
ily to dry dock. Edisto, though not forced from the
field, experienced many engine problems.

International Assistance

Last season's heavy ice made tanker operations in
McMurdo Sound a nip-and-tuck affair. Further
west, the ice trapped the Danish vessel Thala Dan
while she was attempting to resupply Australia's
Wilkes Station. Southwind, recently returned from
repair yard, was sent to Thala Dan's aid. Southwind's
mission was by no means unique: on quite a few
occasions, U.S. icebreakers have gone to the assistance
of other nations' vessels operating in antarctic waters.
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In 1959, for example, a plea for help was received
from the Belgian expedition, when the Norwegian
sealer Polarhav was its resupply vessel. Polarhav,
loaded heavily with the relief party, dogs, supplies,
and equipment, became beset in heavy pressure ice
some 200 miles from the Belgian station. The situa-
tion had appeared so hopeless to those aboard Polar-
hay that they had elected a "town council" to govern
themselves during the long months ahead.

When Glacier finally broke through to circle the
entrapped ship, men cheered lustily from the rigging
of Polarhav, her whistle tooting merrily, and her flag
dipping in the traditional salute of a merchant vessel
to a warship on the high seas. (The last action was
so unexpected under the circumstances that it took
a long time to get a seaman aft on Glacier to return
the honor.) After a struggle with the ice, Glacier
finally managed to escort the tiny Polarhav out to
the fringes of the pack. Then, having taken the dogs,
relief party and cargo aboard, Glacier went on to
relieve Roi Baudouin Station.

During that same operating season, the British
were having problems supplying and relieving their
bases in the Antarctic Peninsula area. Northwind and
Edisto helped RRS John Biscoe overcome these dif-
ficulties.

Typically, the vessels requesting such aid are small
and of dual capability, combining moderate ice-
breaking ability with cargo-carrying capacity. The
situations, always urgent in character, have been
caused by unusually severe ice conditions: either the
vessel was beset and could not extricate itself, or it
needed help in carrying supplies and personnel to
one or more stations. Countries which have requested
such assistance in the past are Argentina, Australia,
Belgium, Great Britain, Japan, New Zealand, and
South Africa.

Other Uses of Icebreakers

Icebreakers have many supplementary uses in the
Antarctic, some scientific and some logistic. For one
thing, they are the only surface vessels rugged and
powerful enough to conduct oceanographic operations
within the ice pack. The oceanographic and marine
data collected from icebreakers have added appreci-
ably to our knowledge of the Antarctic, 4 and of the
Arctic as well. Especially notable instances in which
icebreakers have been employed in scientific endea-
vors are the Glacier-Burton Island and Glacier-Staten
Island penetrations into the Bellingshausen Sea dur-

4Antarctic Journal, vol. IV, no. 2, p. 54-59.

ing the early months of 1960 and 1961, respectively,
and the Glacier-General San Martin oceanographic
operations in the Weddell Sea during 1968 and 1969.

Icebreakers can be a valuable supplement to photo-
graphic aircraft in charting and exploring the coast-
line of Antarctica and off-lying islands. Using the
combined mobility of the icebreaker and its helicop-
ters, survey personnel can be put ashore at almost any
location around the periphery of the Antarctic Con-
tinent. An outstanding example was the 1947-1948
venture of Burton Island and Edisto that determined
the geographic coordinates of prominent terrain fea-
tures along the antarctic coast. Known unofficially
as "Operation Windmill," that effort was undertaken
to make the numerous aerial photographs taken the
season before during Operation High jump, usable
for mapping by establishing control points at rec-
ognizable features.

A Multipurpose Logistic Vessel

The assignment of an icebreaker to the Antarctic
Peninsula area in support of Palmer Station may at
first glance seem inappropriate. Admittedly, there is
little need there for icebreaking-escort services, al-
though severe ice conditions do have a habit of oc-
curring once every seven or eight years.

But one must not ignore the wide variety of sup-
port functions fulfilled by the assigned icebreaker.
It brings in Palmer Station's bulk fuel; delivers dry
cargo; serves as a research platform; is available as a
search-and-rescue vessel; augments the station's com-
munications capability during the busiest time of the
year; provides additional repair facilities; and is a
source of trained manpower for summer projects.
While other types of vessels can perform one or per-
haps a few of these tasks, only an icebreaker can do
all of them.

For Better Icebreakers

The configuration of our present icebreakers evol-
ved from the experience of nearly a century of ice-
breaking, during which shipbuilders made many
design improvements. That is not to say, however,
that further improvement is impossible. Shipbuilding
technology has advanced tremendously since our ice-
breakers were laid down, and our antarctic operations
have more than doubled our icebreaking experience

'Antarctic Journal, vol. III, no. 4, p. 80-84, and vol. IV,
no. 4, p. 98.
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in the past 20 years. Yet, the U.S.A. has not launched
a new icebreaker since 1954.

Many suggestions can be made for the design of
better icebreakers .6 Conventional propulsion machin-
ery certainly can be improved; better propeller
designs seem possible: using three propeller shafts—
a feature of some Soviet and Canadian icebreakers
—rather than two may have considerable merit. Per-
haps propellers, which are very susceptible to ice
damage that is reparable only in dry dock, should
be eliminated in favor of hydrojet propulsion. Nuclear
power appears to offer an answer to the cruising-
range limitations now imposed by fuel capacity.

Hull design can also be improved. A Massachusetts
Institute of Technology study indicates that a dif-
ferent bow profile would be more effective for ram-
ming. It also suggests several means (including the
use of a coating such as Teflon) for reducing the
frictional force to be overcome in the backing phase
of the ramming maneuver.

An interior improvement that would be welcomed
by both the ship's operators and her embarked scien-
tists would be larger, better-equipped research labora-
tories. This need will become greater if nuclear pro-
pulsion is adopted, permitting year-long cruises in the
ice fields.

Action to construct new icebreakers may have to
be taken soon. Icebreaking produces metal fatigue
and engine wear of unusual severity, and all of the
Wind-class icebreakers have more than 20 years of
arduous service. In fact, their age exceeds the pre-
scribed life of other, comparable naval vessels. Glacier,
while launched in 1954 with some advanced features,
is essentially an enlarged version of the basic Wind-
class design.

A Job Well Done

There seems to be no question that more modern
icebreakers could do a more efficient job for us, but
the tasks our present ships accomplish are still con-
siderable. They ensure that the cargo ships and
tankers get through with vital supplies; they permit
oceanographic research over a wider area; and they
perform a combination of services that cannot be
matched by other types of vessels.

Without our icebreakers, we—and perhaps several
other nations—could not plan antarctic research
programs with such assurance of success as we now
do. Certainly, the icebreakers must be given their
share of credit for what has been accomplished thus
far in the Antarctic.

'See E. A. MacDonald, "Our Icebreakers are not Good
Enough," United States Naval Institute Proceedings, vol.
92, no. 2, February 1966.

Water Masses of the
Weddell Sea

G. L. HUFFORD and J . M. SEABROOKE

U. S. Coast Guard Oceanographic Unit
Department of Transportation

During February and March of 1968 and 1969,
oceanographic investigations were conducted aboard
USCGC Glacier as part of the International Weddell
Sea Oceanographic Expedition (IWSOE). The prin-
cipal method of observation was Nansen-bottle casts
from the surface to the bottom for temperature,
salinity, dissolved oxygen, phosphate, silicate, nitrate,
and nitrite. Compass-oriented bottom photographs
were also taken at some stations. The general features
of the expedition were described in the July-August
1968 and 1969 issues of this journal; the purpose of
this article is to provide some preliminary results of
the data analysis.

Until IWSOE-1968, virtually all exploration of
the Weddell Sea had been limited to its periphery.
However, from the data available, the region had
been recognized as a major source of Antarctic Bot-
tom Water (Deacon, 1937). Several theories have
been proposed on bottom water formation (Mosby,
1967), but supporting data have been lacking on the
water masses present in the Weddell Sea, especially
those on the continental shelf.

From the survey made by USCGC Glacier, three
water masses were identified on the basis of preformed
nutrients (Redfield et al., 1963), temperature, and
salinity: Antarctic Shelf Water, Intermediate Warni
Water, and Antarctic Bottom Water. The core prop-
erties of each water mass are summarized in the
table.

Along the continental shelf of the Weddell Sea, the
entire water column (about 450 m) is occupied by
water characterized by temperatures of - 1 .4 0 to
–2.0 0 C., salinities of 33.9 to 34.8°/, and high oxy-
gen content (6.9 to 9.5 ml/l). The shelf water east
of 40°W. has temperatures above - 1.6°C. except
for a thin surface layer where it reaches a minimum
of - 1.8°C. Salinity ranges from 33.90/ at the sur-
face to less than 34.60/ at the bottom. West of
40°W., the shelf water below 200 in close to the
freezing point (-1.9'C.) and has a salinity greater
than 34.60 /. The most plausible explanation for
this cold, dense subsurface shelf water is that contact
with the underside of the Filchner Ice Shelf alters
its temperature and salinity. Analysis of the data
indicated that the dense shelf water did not form
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